Recruitment is a super fun memory that will last a lifetime! We are sure you want to make a great first impression, so we created this guide to help you plan your outfits. Remember to let your personality shine and have fun with it!
This night is considered “orientation” for sorority recruitment! While you will not meet the sororities, you will be meeting all the girls going through sorority recruitment with you! You will also be meeting your “Rho Chi’s” A.K.A. recruitment counselors. You will learn more about what will happen during the weekend, ask questions, play games and get to know new people. We suggest you dress comfortably and cute!
You will be given a purple Go Greek! t-shirt at “Meet Your Rho Chi Night” to wear to the first round of recruitment. Pair the t-shirt with shorts, skirts, jeans etc. No altering of the shirt is allowed (Please don’t cut your shirt). Sandals or cute flats should be worn- wear something comfortable and cute!
ROUND 1

DON’T’s

We want you to be the best versions of yourself while meeting the chapters! While these shorts may be cute for some occasions, try to wear shorts that are a little more modest for recruitment! Wearing super short shorts or crazy destroyed denim jeans can be distracting from conversation!
“Business Casual”. Wear something cute and casual - sundress, skirt, maxi dress or capris with a nice top, etc. Shoes should be sandals, flats or wedges/heels (if you're brave!). No t-shirts or flip flops.
ROUND 2

DON’T’s

Since the second day is “business casual,” avoid wearing denim! These outfits above are super cute for Meet Your Rho Chi Night - but shorts, jeans and showing your midriff is not appropriate for round 2!
DAY 3 preference

NIGHT THREE: Wear a sundress or maxi dress, sandals/wedges/heels and jewelry that goes with your dress.
Preference round is a ceremony! It is much more formal than the other rounds. These dresses are NOT appropriate! Your dress should not be too short (like you’re going out for the night!), too revealing (extremely backless or cleavage), and should not be over-the-top (prom dresses). We want you to look your best and feel your best!
QUESTIONS?

Email cpc@patriots.uttyler.edu

Reach out to your Rho Chi’s- you will exchange numbers during orientation! If you have questions about what to wear, send them pictures! They are there to help you find your sisterhood